
The whole world is LOCKED in an escalation war feedback loop that ends in
NUCLEAR DOOM… will anyone stop the madness?

Description

The whole world is now in a nuclear doom feedback loop that ends with nuclear missiles flying and
detonating over densely populated western cities. This “doom loop” is being aggressively pushed by
the Biden regime and NATO forces, seemingly in an effort to provoke Russia into a nuclear retaliation
that would decimate western cities and allow the bankrupt, corrupt western governments to claim their
currencies collapsed because of Russia rather than from all the money printing (looting) that’s they are
committing.

Consider the following:

PROVOCATION: The West attacks the Nord Stream pipelines.
RETALIATION: Russia launches missile strikes against dozens of Ukrainian cities.
PROVOCATION: Bombing attack on the Crimea bridge.
RETALIATION: Russia launches even more missile strikes on Ukrainian cities.

What will the next provocation be? Obviously it must be something larger than the attacks on Nord
Stream and the Crimea bridge. These attacks are designed to encouraging Putin to overreact, hoping
to push him into a nuclear escalation. Therefore, NATO must destroy targets that have high emotional
and cultural impact among the Russian people.

What could these next targets be? Perhaps Russian cities with strong cultural history, or even Russian
orthodox churches.

Alternatively, the West could stage a false flag attack on the US power grid and blame it on a “Russian
cyber attack,” then use the cyber warfare excuse to escalate with with Russia, further escalating the
doom cycle.

Every retaliation by Russia seems to foment yet another escalation by Ukraine and NATO, resulting in
an even more devastating attack against Russian infrastructure (pipelines, bridges, and who knows
what’s next…). This, in turn, enrages the Russian people who demand military retaliation against
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Ukraine, a nation that mercilessly shelled the people of the Donbass region for eight years, waging an
illegal domestic war against their own citizens who have since voted to leave Ukraine and permanently
join Russia.

This “suicide cycle” ends in nuclear war

Right now, no doubt, NATO forces are plotting their next provocation attack on Russia, and as this
suicide cycle repeats, it’s only a matter of time before Russia uses nuclear or EMP weapons to try to
halt the insanity. If you have bully nations that won’t stop attacking you — with both economic
sanctions and kinetic attacks — and that won’t listen to reason or even attempt to negotiate peace, at
some point you have to deploy a weapon large enough to force your opponents to rethink their stance.
This leads us to nuclear weapons, which Russia possesses in spades.

As part of my Situation Update podcast, I interviewed Ben Armstrong from The New American. He
presents a unique analysis of scripture that says the Book of Revelation, Chapter 18, is actually
describing New York City as the Babylon that is destroyed in one hour. Armstrong believes NYC is
described as being hit with a massive radioactive tidal wave stemming from Russia’s detonation of the
Poseidon nuclear under water drone weapon. As NYC falls, the United States of America as we know
it is taken down as well, since Washington D.C. would also be inundated with a radioactive tidal wave.

With the fall of NYC and Washington D.C. comes mass chaos, lawlessness and panic across America.
The population collapses under the anarchy and violence, and America never returns to her former
glory.

From Revelation, chapter 18:

Then a mighty angel picked up a boulder the size of a large millstone and threw it into the sea, and 
said:

With such violence the great city of Babylon will be thrown down, never to be found again…

The merchants of the earth will weep and mourn over her because no one buys their cargoes 
anymore…

They will say, ‘The fruit you longed for is gone from you. All your luxury and splendor have vanished, 
never to be recovered.’ The merchants who sold these things and gained their wealth from her will 
stand far off, terrified at her torment. They will weep and mourn and cry out:

‘Woe! Woe to you, great city,
dressed in fine linen, purple and scarlet,
and glittering with gold, precious stones and pearls!
In one hour such great wealth has been brought to ruin!’

Hear my full interview with Ben Armstrong here:

Brighteon.com/28a5d523-cfea-4153-a3fe-9f36a55a2725

– Bombshell analysis from Ben Armstrong:
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– America is actually identified in the Book of Revelation, verses 17 and 18
– New York City is the merchant city that is destroyed in one hour – BABYLON
– The most likely means of destruction is Russia’s Poseidon nuclear armed ocean drone
– The “spells” that destroy the world are actually pharmakia, or Big Pharma’s vaccines
– The “blood” of the world’s citizens is tainted by #vaccines leading to their “slaughter”
– The Tribulation has not yet begun, we are still in pre-trib times
– The rise of the Antichrist has yet to occur, and he will deceive the entire world

What happens when America is struck by a nuclear weapon

When a nuclear weapon takes out New York City, understand that at one level, God is arranging for
such events as a form of wrath being unleashed against a city of tremendous evil and child sacrifice
. NYC is the abortion capital of America, and it is a city steeped in transgender mutilations of children,
drag queen story time exploitation of children, political corruption and financial fraud. So while NYC is
the likely first target of Russia’s nuclear retaliation, it is also the target of God’s wrath being unleashed
against the traitorous regions of America that have rejected God and embraced satanism. The New
York Times, of course, is also a weapon of Satan and is steeped in deception and lies that harm the
world and help enslave billions under globalism.

When NYC (Babylon) falls, the financial backbone of America is broken. The dollar collapses, gold and
silver become unimaginably valuable virtually overnight, and mass chaos is unleashed across America
due to the currency collapse. Food stamps stop functioning. Credit cards are frozen and banks cease
operations. Fear and panic sweep across the nation, with blue cities suffering the worst effects due to
Democrats protecting criminals and de-funding police.

America falls to its knees, the government collapses and mass chaos and death ensue. Meanwhile,
Israel is protected by God and Russia is defeated as the end times draw to a close, according to
interpretations of scripture. Importantly, as Armstrong says, we have not yet entered the Tribulation,
which means we have seven more years of hell on Earth even after we enter that time period.

We could be looking at a decade of collapse, with many years of suffering and mass death ahead of us.

And the really sad part is that it was all avoidable, yet simultaneously engineered to happen because
the nations of the West are run by luciferian demons and satanists who seek to destroy humanity.

Get the full story in today’s Situation Update podcast here:
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– 20 days remaining for the “false flag window” to try to stop the mid-term elections
– Russia launches missile attack on dozens of cities across Ukraine
– Clearly Russia has NOT run out of missiles, which means the media lied yet again
– Where are NATO’s anti-air defenses? Apparently they do not exist or don’t work
– Pattern of escalation puts the world on track to reach nuclear doomsday soon
– Colonoscopy massive clinical trial reveals ZERO reduction in colon cancer deaths
– Yet another medical procedure that’s medically useless
– Katie Hobbs ran “Slave Day” event in high school, selling humans on leashes
– Ukraine military commander poses for photo wearing Nazi SWASTIKA bracelet
– Interview with Ben Armstrong about America’s role in the End Times / Book of Revelation
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